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Abstract
This study introdu- a new praetieal and cost-effeetive
technique to in-situ describes the most important petrophysieal
propeties of naturally fractured reservoirs. Cores from
*Y fractured formations may not be representative and
thus the analysis are not reliable. WelI logging interpretation
of porosity and resistivity can provide the reqti in-situ
measurements.

Here, formation total prosity, which may be estimated
from conventional wireline logs, and mmentation exponent,
which can be determined fmm crmsplotting log porosity
versus log resistivi~ are the only two parameters rquired to
uniquely &rive resistivity factor, tortuosity, Partitiofig
eoefflcient, fmcture intensity index, matrix porosi~, ~
porosity, and fmcture stomtiviw ratio for natumlly fractured
formations at reservoir conditions. Furthermore, these well
log derived parameters are utilized along with correlated wre
data to express Reservoir Quality Index (RQI) in terms of
partitioning coefficient and fracture intensity index. This RQI
may be, then, used to characterize the different hydrmdic
(flow) units of natiy fractured reservoirs.

The product of this novel apch is an easy, flexible, and
cost effective method that is readily adaptable to different
naturally ~ formations including elastics, *nates,
and basement. This study wilI prewnt the theoIY, application
example, and practical charts for estimating the various reek
properties. Application of this teehnique may ultimately resdt
in opening new potentials, particd~y in hnates, redrilling
or reentering hydrocarbon bearing intervals that were by-
passed

Introduction
Naturally fiwetured reservoirs may be composed of any
lithology including claatics (sands or shales), *nateS, and
even basement rocks. However, they are more pronounced
and attrnetive in c~nates. Several investigators have
attempted to evaluate naturally ~ reservoirs using
various metiods mnging tim the macroscopic scale of core
amdysis through the mesoscopic scale of well logging up to
the megaseopic scale of pressure tmnsient analysis and 3-D
seismic. ~ of those methods has certain advantages,
limitations, applicability and reliability,]

The key to mdoek the hydrocmbon potential of a naturally
fractured reservoir is to evaluate its static hydrocarbon eontent
through accurate &termination of water saturatio% and
predict its dynamic tlow capacity through estimation of
porosity and permeability. This charaettiation should be
pefiormed both in the matrix and the tietures systems at the
reservoir native conditions.

More em@sis is aimed in this study upon generating an
innovative method to characterize the various petrophysical
properties of naturally tictured reservoirs from eonventionat
well logging techniques. Generaily, well logs provide in-situ
measurements compared to core amdysis and posses higher
resolution mmpared to well testing tectiqnes. Here,
eonventiomd well log measurements of formation resistivity-
pomsity and evaluation wn~pts of crossplots, W volume
water, partitioning coefficient, and tietnre intensity index
provide the tools for the novel technique. The prod
teehnique is quite simple. It is based upon deriving formation
resistivity factor, tortuosity, partitioning eoefficieng fmeture
intensity index, matrix porosity, fracture porosity, and fieture
storativity ratio for naturally fractured formations at reservoir

conditions in terms of total Porosig, wt, ~d =me~ion

exponen~ w otiy.
The teehnique is ~er extended to charactetie the

various hydrmdic (flow) units in heterogeneous natily
fractured reservoirs. A hydradic unit may be defined as “a
continuous body over a spec~lc reservoir volume that
pmctically possesses consistent Wtrophysical and fluid
properties, which uniwly characterize its static and dynamic
state distinguishing it from other reek volumes.”] The eoneept
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of reservoir quality index and its attriites are adapted to
characterize naturally fractured flow units utilizing the new
technique.

Methods of Evaluating Naturally Fractured Reservoim
Fmctured ~rvoirs can be evaluated using three techniques:

1. Core amdysis
2. Well logging
3. Pressure transient anal~is.
Core analysis of naturally ~ reservoirs is not very

reliable. In fact, accurate assessment of porosity in a dual-
porosity system (e.g., matrix and fictnres) is critical for
estimating in-pIace reserves and producibility of the
formation. However, the magnitude mnge of ticture porosity
and consequently it’s contribution to the toti reservoir fluid
ca~ity is still a matter of controversy among researchers.l
The void volume of a tictured formation is a fimction of the
ficture ~ency and clearance (width) within the
investigated rock block. Several investigator reported
various ranges of ~ctnre porosity.2 ~is discrepancy is a
natural -t of using Merent methods for estimating
fiwme porosity, qr, from core arudysis and of how
-ntative the core plug is to the real reservoir. Table 1
shows the r~ts of a literature survey updated after Hensel Jr.
(1989)2 on fracture width and f~uency from tierent
formations as reported by various authors. Very Iitie is
*ented regarding fiucture ~eney. Determination of
ticture dimension and porosity in the laboratory is not
reliable becaw cores, which contain fractures of practical
significance, are often lost in the process of recove~.
Furthermore, some fractures form during the recovery process
of cores as a retit of coring and stress release.

Table 2 lists the results of ~ porosity determined by
laboratory measurements on diffe~nt core samples horn
different formations as reported. Notice the wide range of
~ porosity 0.001-9.64%. Actually, ~ studies from
core analysis dd be mislea~ especially if not enough
samples are available through the resemoir. There wilI always
be the question, in the kind of heterogeneous formations, of
how representative the CONmmples are to the real fracture
distribution within the reservoir. A fi~ size core maybe more
reliable in this case, Another major factor in fmc~
distribution is that they tend to be mo~ atiated and intense
near formation structures (fadts and folds).

Fmctured reservoirs can be also characterized using well
logging techniques. Several methods are available to detect
nati and induced tictures in the resemir ~m well log
data? Well logging have the advantages of finishing more
coverage of the formation within the well as well as across the
reservoir and providing in-situ measurements of the formation
at resemoir conditions. Fracture effects on porosity are in-
situ reflected on the measured total porosity from neutron and
density tools. The effect is also reflected on the cementation
exponent @ of &chie’s ~tion as will be discussed in the
following section,

For example, Fig, 1 is for a well from the Gti Coast. In

this well, gamma ray and induction logs were run at three
Merent times. In run A gamma ray and induction logs were
conducted following drilling with 17.1 lb/gal inverted oil
emdsion mud. As the well was _ned to 16,294 R, a
pressure kick ~ Consequently, the mud density was
increased to 17.5 lWgal. Mud and mud filtrate invaded the
formation loosittg 275 bbls of mud. Run B was, ~
conducted nine days tier run A Later ow mud density was
decreased to 17.3 lWgal. An increase in the mud volume was
noticed. Comparing tun B with run A indicates a geneml
increase in formation resistivity, RIL, especially between
15,910 and 15,925 ft. The general increase in RIL, can be
interpreted as an increase in the de@ of invasion by the
nonconductive mud filtrate. Whereas, the formation was
tictnred at those higher resistivity readings as a result of
increasing mud weight fmm 17,1 to 17.5 lWgal. Most of the
275 bbls were placed in the induced fractures, which are
imprinted as high resistivity kicks on the log. When the mud
weight was reduced to 17.3 lb/gal most of the mud in the
induced ~ flowed back to the well as indi~ed by the
lower resistivity reading of run C.3

Pressure transient aradysis methods have seveti
applications in evaluating natumlly ~ resewoim.
However, the characterization in this case is averaged over the
megascopic scale of the intervvell spacing or the whole
formation that is in hydraufic communication with the well.
Therefore, well logging techniques are good candidates for
characterizing natumlly fractured reaervoim since they provide
in-situ measurements compared to core analysis and possess
higher HIution corn- to well testing It shotid be
_ thai a combination of well logging and core analysis
techniques (particularly from fill size core) is very valuable
especially for exploration proposes. An integrated cross-
correlation approach between the three scales of
charactetitions to wtilrm the evaluation may optimize the
process.

Cementation Exponent, m, in Naturally Fractured
Reserv&H
Cementation exponent m, is one of the important variables in
Archie’s equation which is considered to be the fimdamental
of formation evaluation horn well 10W. Archie’s equation is
given in general terms as

X.*- —. ............................................................(1)
(pmRt

U-y the value of m is assumed equal to 2.0 for
formations with interparticle (groins or crystals) porosity.
‘fheoretidy, the value of m for a phme fmcture @s 1.0.
This can be proven by consi&ring the following relationships
between formation resistivity factor, F, tortuosity, T, porosity,

~, and cementation exponent, m:

F=~=~ . ............................................................... (2)
WV
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F=~. ...........................................................7.=.......~=(3)
w“

Since, tortuosity for a plane straight fracture equals 1.0,
then combining Eqs. 2 and 3 suggests that m=l.0 for a plane
ficture. Some researchers have proposed different
relationships between F and T depending on the model used
to simulate the porous medium.4’s However, the correlation of
Eq. 2 will be used consistently in this study since it is based on
a more realistic representation of the reservoir rock by
considering the average cross-wetional area open to flow.3 In
Eq. 3, coefficient “a” is assigned a value of 1.0. A recent
study by Maute, R. E. et al. (1992) recommended a fixed value
of a = 1.0, and concluded that there is no practid Werence
in water saturation error between a fixed and variable “a”
Values.c Actually, the original Archie’s +tion does not
include meter “a.”

In reality, fictures are not plane. They usuallyhave a
more or less tortuous pab so naturally fmctured reservoirs
will exhibh a value for the cementation exponent ~ in the
range between 1.0 and 2.0 depending on the intensity of
tituring and the interaction between fracture voids and
matrix voids. Furthermore, a naturally fractured formation
may have a value of m slightly higher than 2.0 if it contains
shaly material. The tortnosity of formations with shaly
contents is greater than that of shale free formations.
Cementation exponent m, increases with the degr= of
shdeness in the reservoir.7 Interrelated factors influencing
cementation exponen~ w can be summarized as: l’s

1. Pore-pore throat geom~ which reflects
a) Tortuosity
b) Spectilc surface area
c) Grain shape
d) Cementation
e) Utiormity of mineral mixture distribution
~ Clay content and distribution

2. Anisotropy
3. Degree of electrical isolation
4. The occurrence of open fractures
Accurate determination of m value is critical for estimating

the hydrocarbon reserve. Fig. 2 illustmtes the magnitude of
error in hydrocarbon reserve that may resdt due to the usual
assumption of m = 2.0 while the true value of m is other than
2.0. The error in reserve estimate for the case of n = 2.0 is
given by:

errorinresemeestimate= ‘oq’~~rn””’”’). .......<.........(4)
Q“

Notice that the highest error occurs at low porosity which is
the usual case with naturally fractured reservoirs. Many
researchers have proposed various empiricat forrmdas to
determine cementation exponent m from log measurements?’g
Each of these forrmdas is applicable o~y to certain pore
geometry and/or formation kind provided that porosity type is

known in advance. Si@lcant differences in the calculated
m value may result by using the incorrect formula. For

example, a formation with water resistivity Rw= 0.04 ohm-m,
true formation resistivity R = 20.0 ohmem, sonic porosity
q = 0.05 may be assigned a cementation exponent m = 3.16
calculated using Nugent (1984) formub if a vuggy porosity is
assumed. This will result in a calculated water saturation
& = 89.6Y0. Wher~s, if fracture plus vuggy porosity is
assumed then the caltiated m value using Rasmus (1983)
formula will be 1.20. In contrast this will indicate a
hy~n-bearing reservoir with caldated water
saturation, Sw,of ody 13.9V0.8

An alternative, universal, and more accurate approach to
caldate m and characterize hydrmdic units within reservoirs
that have @erent and/or heterogeneous pore-pore throat
geometry including naturally fram resewoirs is by
constructing a log ~osity versus log resistivity crossplot
(Pickett flot). Observations indicate tit this crossplotting
technique can k a very poweti, flexible, pmctical and cost
effective tool to charactetie ~erent kinds of reservoirs
including those with shaly contents.1 It should be noted that a
relatively wide range of prosity and resistivity data is needed
to construct such a crossplot. However, even with few da@
reliable tiormation m be extiacted from the teehnique with
good engineetig and geological judgements.135The well log
derived porosity has to reflect the total formation porosity
which include the matrix w) and the vu~/fracture
(secondary) porosities. Porosity derived from density-neutron
crossplot will serve the purpose. The erossplotting technique
will be elaborated upon more within the application example.

Two main concepts are usually used to characterize
naturally fmctured reservoirs the con~pt of partitioning
coefflcien~ v, and the con~pt of fracture intensity index, FII.

Concept of Partitioning Coefficient, v.
Partitioning coefficient, v, simply represents the apportioning
of total porosity, ~, between interparticle (matrix) prosity,
q.. and the kirger

E5
res (vugs, fissures, fractures, ~, etc.). It

is usually given by: ‘

~= Qt– Qm . ......................................................... (5)
9,(1 –W!U8)

Concept of Fracture Intensity Index, ~
Pirson (1967) introduced the concept of Fracture Intensity
index, FII. It ~esents the magnitude of formation porosity
attributed to fractures as the ratio between secondary porosity
(fractures) to the solid rock volume as: 14

p~~ = Pt – Pm.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (6)

1 – pma

Thus, FII is related to the partitioning coefficient, v, by:
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FII = V@t . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. (7)

Fracture intensity index can be determined from core
amdysis (e.g., Lock-Bliss method), well logging evaluatio~ or
pressure transient analysis. However, since core arudysis
techniWes are based on examining a fmction of the reservoir
(coreplug) which may not accurately represent the extent of
titures in the formatio~ an in-situ de~ion of FII
using either well logging or @ssure transient evaluations is
more desirable,

When v, and ~ are available then the following parametm
can be estimated for a naturally fractured reservoir

FII(p, -1)
pf = . ...................................................... (8)

Vpt -1

and

~ma = ~t(v-l)=FII-p, . ...................................(9)
vqJt – 1 Fll -1

Pirsonl 1-16considered this double porosity system as two
electric circuits, representing the fictures and the matrix
porosity, mnnmed in parallel. For a hydrocarbon-bring
formation invaded by electrically conductive mud filtrate
Pirson’s expressions for formation resistivity can be written in
terms of the @erically foa k, and the dual induction
resistivity logs as:]*

1 v~tsxo (1- v)s~
(lo)

Rm ‘ Rd + Rm@
. ...............................

1 Vpts$ (1- V)s;a

~= Rw + Rm@ ~
---(11)........... ... .............

Eq. 10 postiates that a mud filtmte having a resistivity of Rf
will preferentially invade fractures and vugs with little if any,
invasion to the matrix voids. Eqs. 10 and 11 may be also
expressed in terms of the recently developed Phashor
Induction Resistivity logs, RDPH. In the abovefornndatiw
mud filtrate depth of invasion has to be shallow in order not to
affect the deep induction resistivity. So tha4 a distinct
separation must be observed between the shallow and deep
resistivity readings.

For a 100% water saturated formatiow where
So= M= SW, the two equations can be combined and
expressed in terms of the resistivity of the invaded zone, ~o,
and the true formation resistivity, ~, to yield

11———
RR

FI. = ~ ; . .....................................................(12)
—. —
R& Rw

where RXOand % are derived from Rsm and RID,
res~ively, after correction for logging environment and
depth of mud filtrate invasion.

Determination of Partitioning Coefficient and Fracture
Intensity Index from Well Log Data (A Novel Technique).
For a double porosity fictnred reservoir with 100% formation
water saturation, Eq. 11 can be written as:

1 Vp, +l–v—= — :.. .................................................(l3)
R. Rw Rmm~

where k is the resistivity of 100% water saturated matrix
and K is the resistivity of the total system (matrix voids +
ficture voids), 100% water saturated. Aguillem (1995)
rearranged Eq. 13 to:3

RWR=
. ......................................(14)‘O = v~t R~~ +(1 – V)RW

Substituting Eq. 2 into 14 yields:

F=
R

. .......................................(15)
VPtR.as :; – v)R.

Aguilera considered a cementation exponen~ w for the
whole matrix-titure system and another exponent, m, for
the matrix alone where m < q. Theq Eq. 15 was rewritten
as:

Utilizing Eq. 13, Aguilera developed charts to estimate cpt,
~, m and v? However, to use these charts a value for w has
to be determined from precise core analysis or (as usual)
assumed. ActuaUy, there is no need to differentiate between
m and w when evaluating ~ resewoirs using well logs.
Well logs will sense only one effective cementation exponen~
Q (according to Archie’s law) reflecting the effdve system
tortuosity among other factors including shale tiect. This
effwtive cementation exponent can k accurately determined
using log ~ versus log& crossplot technique.

Introducing a practid technique to determine tictnres
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partitioning coefficient, v, from well log data as follows:
Since

F=+ . .....................................................................(17)
Pt

then substituting into Eq. 15 rcstits in

1 R-
................................... (18)

— = vptRmm +(1 – V)RW,“P:

Rearranging and solving for v, then

~= ~:~nus–Rw . ................................................... (19)
Qt~ms - ~w

Neglecting Rw from Eq. 19 (since &,>>>R.)thm v can
be expressed by the following simple fornuda with practiea~y
minimal error averaging about 3 % (~s with increasing
fracture intensity)

m-I
V=pt . .................................................................... (20)

Partitioning coefficients caltiated using Eq. 20 is in very
good agreement with those estimated tim Agf,iilm’s charts if
the ma~ @mentation e>~nent mb is hewn. ~. 20
reWesents a breakthrough in formation evaluation of natumlly
fmctured reservoirs. It opens a new dimension for the
relationships btween ~1, F, ~, ~ and m for fractured
formations since the first three variables can be expressed W:

Fracture ktensity Index, MI

F... = q;. ................................................................... (21)

Formation resistivity factor, F

F = p;m . .................................................................... (22)

Formation tortuosity, t

l-m
T=pt . ..................................................................... (23)

Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate practical charts to determine F and ~
while Figs. 5 and 6 show other charts to determine v and FII
for ~erent values of w and m.

Furthermore, accurate assessment of porosity in a dti-
porosity system (e.g., matrix and fractures) is critical for
estimating in-place reserves and producibility of the
formation. However, the range of magnitude of fracture

prosity and consequently its contribution to the total reservoir
fluid capaci~ is still a matter of controveq among
re-hers as previously explained.

Now, Ms. 8 and 9 can k effectively simplifid to yield
ticture porosity,96 and matrix~rosity, qm, in terms of ~
and m ody as:

pf = P:+’–P?. .............................................
P: –-l

...... .....(24)

P; –.Pt
Pm ‘ . .:, .....................................................(25)

p:–1
Eqs. 24 and 25 provide accurate hi-situ determination of qf

and 9* on a wider range within wells drilled throughout the
reservoir. For exam~e, a fractured formation that has a total
porosity of 10% and an effective cementation exponent of
1.85, Eq. 24 yields a tictured porosity of 1.2Y/’ whereas
Eq. 25 yields a matrix porosity of 8.71Y0. Figs. 7 and 8
illustrate practical charts to determine qf and w for fractured
reservoirs knowing w and m. The mncern of accounting for
fmctures which tend to be more intense near Strumes W
codd be away from the well maybe resolved by estimating v,
FII, and even m from pressure transient analysis.17

So, with knowledge of ~ and m (as determined from log ~
versus log K crossplot) all the above mentioned dimensiotiess
parameters can k evaluated to universally characterize
natnrally fictured resewoirs. In addition cementation
exponen$ Q may be determined from any of the above
~tions, when the corresponding parameter is available
through other sources, e.g.

Iogv +*~.—
logqf “

..........................................................(26)

Moreover, several combinations of relationships can be
established among parameters, F, z, v, FII, and expressed in
terms of reaistivity, e.g.

PtRo PtRxOs~.ptF=T. ..........................
w R“mf

..........(27)

1 Rw R@v.— —= —. ....................................(28)
PtF = PtRo PtRxc.1

R Rmf
FII=~=~=—

F R. Rm”
............................................(29)
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1
v=—. - (30).........................................................................

r

FII=~. .................................................................. (31)
r

where R,m is the resistivity of the invaded zone, 100°/0
saturated with conductive mud filtrate.

Partitioning coefficien~ v, may be also estimated in oil-
bearing formation by rewriting Eq. 11 in the form of

1 Vqtsw. (1- v)s&
.................................. (32)

~ = Rw + R.,.
where Swfis water saturation in the fracture voids and SW. is
water satnmtion in the matrix voids. Resistivity of the matrix
can be evaluated from the deepinduction log in tint of an
*ctured portion of the reservoir or may be approximated

by W~Rwwhere q~ is to be obtained from acoustic porosity

log consequently SW-
Another important property of naturally fractured

reservoirs, often &rived from pressnre transient amdysis, is
the fracti stomtivity ratio, O. It estimates the ratio of oil
production from the fmctures system to the total oil production
from both the fmctures and the matrix in under saturated
reservoirs. Using the new technique of expressing ticture
~rosity and matrix porosity in terms of total porosity and
mmentation expnen~ fracture storativity ratio can be simply
expressed as:

~ = ~: – Q:-l. .........................................................(33)
(p; -l

For example, a naturally ~ reservoir with a total
porosity of 10VOand an effective cementation exponent of
1.85 will have a storativity ratio of 12.89Y0. Fig. 9 illustrates a
pmctical chart to estimate 6>from kIIOwledgeof ~ and m.

It is interesting to note that Jorgensen (1988) developed a
model to estimate formation permeability as a function of total
porosity and cementation exponent as:ls

m+2

K=84105(T-q)“ """""""""-"-""-"""""""""""""""""""""""`""""""""""""’34)
Calculating Partitioning Coefficient and Fracture Intensity
Index for Formations Drilled with Nonconductive Mud.
Fracture intensi~ index given in terms of well lo@g
parametem by Eq, 12 is valid otiy for 100VOwater ~
zones drilled with a water-base mud that yields conductive
brine filtrate. For the case of driIling with oil-baw mud
yielding nonconductive mud filtrate Eqs. 10 and 11 can be

rewritten taken into account the presence of hydrocarbon in
the system as:

1 Vptsxo+ (1- V)s:.=—
K R R.

. .......................................(35)

1 V(ptsw+ (1- V)s:_—
~- Rw Rm= “

.........................................(36)

k ~. 35& ~ ~1~ ~ sinm in the case of oil-base mud
~trate, formation water is the ofly electrolyte present in hth
the invaded and the virgin zones. Also, water saturation in the
uninvaded fracture system is considered equal to that in the
matri% i.e., k= &‘ %.

Subtracting Eq. 35 horn 36 results in an expression for FII,
in this case of oil-base mud filtrate invasiom as:

FII =
)~(+ -&

Sw–Sxo “ “
..............,................................(37)

A new method to calculate the correct Rt, Rxo,a, and so
in formations drilled with oil-base mud is explained in
refmnce 19. Once the correct ~ and ~ have been
determin@ the mncept of crossplotting log % versus log R
can be implemented to extract the correct cementation
exponent m. Thq the system of Eqs. 20 through 25 in
addition to 33 can be evaluated in this case of drilling with
nonconductive mud -

Extension of Reservoir Quality Index Concept to Naturally
Fr@red Reservoirs
The concept of Reservoir Quality IndeL RQI, was discussed
in details by Amae~e et al. (1993)m as a tool to aid the
process of characterizing the formation into its Werent
hydrmdic (flow) units. RQI, which was driven from a
generaltied form of Kozeny-Carmen correlation can be
written in the form of

RQI = 0.0314
$=[T&ySj(&) . ...........’Sg’

where RQI is in micrometers, Wrmeability in millidarcy, and
porosity in tiction. The fiction of the pore space that is
water wet, y, is introduced to the above fornndation in order to
uunt for the effect of nettability.l

M concept and its attributes was introduced essential
2for shale ti elastic reservoirs with interparticle Porosity.zo’‘

It can k extended to formations with na~ fractures by
expressing the effective zoning factor, Z,, hydradic unit
characterization titer, K, flow zone indicator, FZI, and
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average Wrmeability, K, in terms of either partitioning
coefficient, v, fracture intensity inde> FII, or cementation
exponent mj and total @rosity, was follows

Z= = F~z2= F~q:(’-m) = E = ~. ........................ (39)
v’ FU2

F’
~ = ze~w = F,(p~-m)S& = $$P = $s&

4–2m

‘Fss;v;-9t)’ “ "`"""'""""""""""-"""""""""""""""4""""""""""""""""""""""""(40)

‘1‘k =Qfi-”ffisg,l‘k= :=vt \ Fssgv

I-gt

r

‘-m . --–- (41)...............................................................
F’ spv~t

3 2m+l 2 3
K=FZ12~=&~=~~’

()l-(p~ Fssgv (1 -qt) Fssgv (1 - q,)

2 3 2m-1

=*+=+” .................................. (42)
~t Fssgv (1 - Vt) Fsspv

Then

Eqs. 39 through 43 may alw k expressed in terms of
resistivity by substituting tim Ms. 27 t.luough 29, e.g.

‘Q1=O’013’E=Fis*ti
‘w 1 R

=

‘f (’-l~t)Rowsgv (l- Qt)= Rxos&sgv

1
----- (44). .........................—..-...................................

= Ffi,wqt

Parameters such as F,, SW,and SP, need to be evalmt~
from correlated core data. For more information about
chamcterization of hydraulic (flow) units, refer to reference 1
and 20.

Application Example
As indicated before, crossplotting log @rosity versus log
resistivity is the best technique to in-situ determine the value
of ~e~ion exponen~ W for naturally fractured reservoirs
provided that enough data is available. Fig. 10 shows a
simtited example of na~y fractured rese~oir, The
crossplot is constructed based on a general application of
Arehie’s equation in the form of

{)b~ = log& –mlogq. .............................(45)
A&

andthe concept of irreducible bti volume water given by

BVWi = SW,~= C = constant ..........................................(46)

to yield

lo~(~)ti=lo<~)+(n-rn)logg. ............(47)

Both Eqs. 45 and 47 resulted in two straight lines on the
crossplot with slopes of-l/m (line FE) and I/(n-m) (line GE)
respectively. So, values for cementation exponent m, and
saturation exponent N along with C (point L) and sRW(point
F) can be all determined for naturally fictnred rewrvoirs at
formation conditions @ded that the reservoir has zones at
100% & and %. & in Eqs. 45 and 47 is a group of
_e@m Nlat~Oto the type of shale contents present in the
formation if any. For shale * formation & = 1.0. In
Fig. 9, the resntting triangle EFG is a unique c~stic
indicator for a specific naturally fractured hydnudic unit with
essentially constant petrophysical mperties.

Crossplotting total porosity versus true resistivity on the
log-log @e *lted in the following

cementation exponent m = 1.85
saturation exponent n = 1.57
BVWi or C = 4.5 (point E @ on the porosity scale)

Other petrophysical parameter are caldted in terms of qt
and m O* and listed in Table 3.

Conclusions
1.

2.

3.

Petrophysid proprties of naturally fractured reservoirs
can k evaluat~ ““at reservoir tinditions from
conventiomd well logging techniques.
Formation total porosity and cementation exponent are
two important parameters that can be used to uniquely
derive formation resistivity factor, tortuosity, Partitiotig
coefficient, fracture intensity index, matrix porosity,
fracture porosity, and storativity ratio for naturally
tictured.
Naturally ~ hydrautic (flow) units can be
characterize by expressing RQI concept and its attributes
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interms of the new technique.
4. The product of this novel approach is an easy, flexible,

unive~ and mst eff-ive technique that is readily
ada~ble to ~erent naturally fractured formations
including elastics, carbonates, and basement.

5. Apfdication of this simpIe tmhnique may ultimately At
in opening new potenttis, partidarly in unwred
carbonates, redrilling or recentering hy~nag
intervals that were by-passed

Nomenclature
a = coefficient related to tortuosity

b = shale group
BVW, = irreducible bik volume water

C = constant of irreducible W volume
F=
F,=

FII =
FZI =

~=
~=

m=
~.

n.

RID=
R-=
Rinf =

Ro=

RQI =
&=

Rt=.

resi~ivity factor
effective pore throat shape factor
fractm intensity index
flow zone indicator
hydrmdic unit characterization factor
average permeability
cementation exponent
cementation exponent of the matrix
saturation exponent
deep induction resistivity
resistivity of the matri~ 100°Asaturated with water
mud filtrate resistivity
formation resistivity, 10070 water saturated
reservoir qtiity index
Resistivity from the spherically focused log
true formation resistivity

~= formation water resistitity
RX.= resistivity of the invaded zone

R.m = resistivity of the invaded zone, 100% satnrated with
conductive mud filtrate

S~v= specific stiace area ~r unit grain volume
SPV= specitic internal surfam area per unit pore volume
S. = water saturation
~wf = water saturation in the fmctures system

Sm = water saturation in the matrix voids
S.O= water satumtion in the invaded zone
Z.= effective zoning factor

[)

~ ~ ti~ible r.i~~~ ~up

b.

(p= porosity
qf = Mcture porosity

~m = matrix prosity
~ = total porosity
v =-partitioning Coefficient
T= tortuosity
y = fraction of tic pores- that is water wet
@= Storativity ratio
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Table 1. Fracture W[dths and Spacing,
(Modified after Hensel, Jr., 1989)

Elkins(1953)
Snow(1968)
Mar’tio (1978)
Aguilcra(1980)

Weberand Bakker(1981)

Chilin@an (1992)
Confi&ntiNstudy

0.33(nlsxilnum)
0.051to 0.10

0.0001to loupto 100
paper thin, 6+

6.S3(hum)
0.01 to 0.10

0.1 to 1
0.2to 2

0.0001 to 0.26
.

Cw Ilcy uIrRnle*
0.051

I

Few inchesto a few feet
. 4to14ft

.

0.2
.

0.01

Table 2. Porosities of Fractured Reservoirs
(modified after Hertael, Jr., 1989)

Mama

Snow (1%8)
Tkhostave et al, (1970)
Steams and Friedman (1972)
Pittman (1979)
Weber and Bakkw (1981)
Van Golf-Racht (1982)
Chilingarian and Yen (1986)
Bergoahand Lord (1987)

Cdldential study

ForumtionInfamation
Mver gaa field
General
Austin chalk
Gmeral statement
south African karst zone
Gaeral
General
CT - examples
Epoxy inj+on examples
Monterey

.

.

3 to 336 fractumdft

Potity *@n*e

0.05to 5

0.15 to 5
0.2
1

lto2
0.001to 3

0.5 to 1.5 up to 5
1.53 to 2.57
1.81 to 9.64

. 0.01 to 1.1

Table 3. Example of a Fractured Carbonate Formation
Cementation exponen$ m = 1.85 Saturation exponen$ n = 1.67 BVWI = 4.5

I
---- ---- .-.

i I n 93 1’ x nn I 1s <

I
, “.-”

8
(J.3rl t

a I n~

tOSiTY IRESISTIVITY] F Tau I Fll PHlma PHlfm Storativityl K
),09 17,00 86.03 7.74 0!3 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.12 10. .- 1

“-QO 50.53 6.06 0.16 0.02 0.10 0.02 0.?5 31

I
---- -.;0 33.44 5.02 0.20 0.03 0.12 0.03 0.17 78

i 1 070 I 5 nn ~Q~ 3.93 0.25 0.05 0.16 0.04 0.21 266

I
.--- ---- .-.t$ 3.49 0.29 0.07 0.18 0.05 0.24 495

i I 0.28 I 2.10 10.% 2.95 0.34 0.09 0.20 0.08 0.27 1207
7 n 9R 4.00 10.54 2.95 0.34 0.09 0.20 0.08 0.27 1207

7.00 9.28 2.78 0.36 0.11 0.22 0.08 0,28 i665
“ii 12.00 7.38 2.50 0.40 0.14 0.24 0.10 0.31 3033

li 0.32 20.UO 09 0.29 2263
11 0.25 !5.00 13.00 I 3.25 - -1_ 06 0.25 719
12 0.26 10.00 12.09 3.14 0.32 07 0.26 659
13 0.27 20.00 11.27 3.04 I 07 0.28 1021
14 0.20 20.00 19.64 3.93 I 0.25 266
15 0.17 20.00 26s3 4.51 0.22 0.04 I 0.14 I 0.03 0.19 133
16 0.15 25.00 33.44 5.02 0.20 o.&” ‘ “’” 0.03 0.17 76
47 n 4n 30.00 70.79 7.08 0.14 0.01 0.09 I 0.01 0.13 15

4700 70.79 7.08 0.14 0.01 I 0.09 0.01 0.13 I *G

~8.23 I 2.63 I 0.38 0.12 0.23 0.!
0.3? 0.08 0.19 0.[

! 0.08 0.19 0,(
0.33 0.08 0.20 0.1

i 0.05 0.16 0.04 I 0.211--

U.lu

i; 0.10 . ----
1$

J
0.15 42.00 &:ti 5.02 0.20 0.03 0.12 0,03 0.17 ii

20 0.20 39.00 79.64 3.93 0.25 0.05 0.16 0.04 0.21 268
21 0.30 35.00 9.28 2.78 0.38 0.11 0.22 0.08 0.28, 1665
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A

Fig. 1 Exampk of relativity logs in fractured f~ation (Gulf Coaat Well)?
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-1oo

m= 1.5

o 0.2 0.4

F@. 2 Errors In reserve estimate due to incorrect m value.
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10000

L
.

100

10

m=l.l

I

I 1

0.1 0.2 0.3
0

Total Porosity

10

o

m=l.1

0.1 0.2 U.3
u

Total POfOSity

Fig. 4 A compotie chti to determine fr%ctured-ion tortuo~.
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1

0.8

0.6

>
0,4

0.2

0

0

*1 1

— —. m=2.2

0.1

Total Porosity

Fig. S A composite chart to determine Wftttioning coefilent, v.

0.2 0.3

0,3

0.2

ii

0.1

0

0 0.1 0.2 0.3

Total Porosity

Fig. 6 A composite chart to determine fracture intensity Index, Fit.
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0.05

0

m=l.1

o 0.1 0.2 0.3

Total Porosity

F@, 7 A composite chart to determine frecture porosity.

0.3

1

0

m=2.2

4

0 0.1 0.2 0.3

Total Porosity

Fig. 8 A compoeite chart to determtne metrtx porodty
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0
0 0.1 0.2 0.3

Total Porosity

Fig. 9 A cwosJte chart to determine fracture storativity ratio.
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Fig. 10 Exawle of a fractured carbonate FM. total porosfty vs. true reslstivity.


